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Jaws EF

J

aws EF has proven to be an
effective tool for maintaining the
appearance of fuel islands. JAWS EF
may also be used on walkways,
exterior walls, pavers, concrete and
asphalt or any surface unaffected by
water.
JAWS EF is a 6 times concentrate
strength bio-augmentation product.
This means microorganisms are used
to extend the cleaning ability of the
product beyond that of typical
degreasers. The indigenous bacteria
will remove organic waste such as
petroleum, grease, oil, fat, soap, starch,
protein, blood, urine, hair, skin, and
associated odors. This product contains
unique penetration technology and
bio-stimulates. This enables the
product to outperform hazardous
alkaline cleaners.
JAWS EF can be used on any surface
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unaffected by water (except for food contact
surfaces and vinyl flooring). JAWS EF adds
oxygen to water, therefore it enhances
separator and storm water performance!
JAWS EF will increase the coefficient of
friction simply because the microbes will
consume left behind grease and soap film
therefore, it reduces your risk to slips and
falls!

Instructions:

Spot cleaner:
Fill 3-5 gallon container with water 95%, add
entire contents of JAWS EF. Stir. Apply to
surface, scrub with wire brush and rinse.

Using hose end sprayer (1/2 gallon) fill with
water 90% and add entire contents.
JAWS EF is lighter than water. Stir.
Set mechanical dilution at 1 ounce per gallon.
Apply to fuel pads daily and after pressure
washing.
SDS available upon request.

Brew X

B X

rew
coffee cleaning tablets
goes far beyond the competitions’
efforts due to Chemlink’s patented
technology. Our coffee cleaning
tablets simultaneously clean both the
brew basket and the server urn
beneath. Its one step cleaning that is
also considerate of your space, time
and labor constraints.
Coffee drinking customers have
proven to be loyal. They will pass by
other convenience stores to return for
their favorite cup of coffee. Great
tasting coffee can and will attract new
customers from competing stores.
Remember that purchasing better and
more expensive coffee beans will not
guarantee great tasting coffee if your
serving equipment isn’t cleaned properly your coffee will still taste stale and
bitter.

Instructions:

1. Simply place tablet(s) in the brew basket
using one tablet per gallon of water used in
your system.
2. Then run a brew cycle and follow with a
rinse cycle.

Note: A blue dye has been added to ensure
proper rinsing.

Tip: Tablets can also be used directly in urns.
Be sure to remove any residue and rinse all
parts with clean water.
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